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A Fiction Vintage Canada
Bob Dubois, 30, forsakes his dead-end job in New Hampshire to begin a
new life in Florida. Here, he meets up with Vanise Dorsinville, a young
Haitian mother who seeks refuge from poverty by fleeing to America.
A Novel Clerkenwell
The award-winning saga of a peasant family living in a small
Haitian village, told through four generations of voices,
recounting through stories of tradition and superstition,
voodoo and the new gods, romance and violence, the lives of
the women who struggled to hold the family together in an
ever-shifting landscape of political turmoil and economic
suffering.

Rule of the Bone Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
At once a magical evocation of one of the most iconic
figures in American history - John Brown, the Che
Guevara of his time - and an intimate, moving, complex
portrait of the life of a nineteeth century rural American
family, Cloudsplitter tells of one man's tragic passage from
slavery abolitionist to guerilla frighter to terrorist to martyr.
A Novel Vintage Canada
Set in Liberia and the United States from 1975
through 1991, The Darling is the story of Hannah
Musgrave, a political radical and member of the
Weather Underground. Hannah flees America for West
Africa, where she and her Liberian husband become
friends of the notorious warlord and ex-president,
Charles Taylor. Hannah's encounter with Taylor
ultimately triggers a series of events whose
momentum catches Hannah's family in its grip and
forces her to make a heartrending choice.

Cloudsplitter Hamish Hamilton
A powerful literary classic from one of contemporary fiction's
most acclaimed and important writers, Russell Banks's
Continental Drift is a masterful novel of hope lost and gained,
and a gripping, indelible story of fragile lives uprooted and
transformed by injustice, disappointment, and the seductions
and realities of the American dream.
Cloudsplitter Knopf Publishing Group
Portraying the daily dilemmas of working class life, this
collection of thirteen short stories portrays success of all varieties
and its ambigious consequences
A Permanent Member of the Family Harpercollins
The author of Continental Drift, Rule of the Bone and The
Sweet Hereafter returns with a very original, riveting mystery
about a young outcast, and a contemporary tale of guilt and
redemption. The perfect convergence of writer and subject, Lost
Memory of Skin probes the zeitgeist of a troubled society where
zero tolerance has erased any hope of subtlety and compassion.
Suspended in a modern-day version of limbo, the young man at
the centre of Russell Banks's uncompromising and morally
complex new novel must create a life for himself in the wake of
incarceration. Known in his new identity only as the Kid, he is
shackled to a GPS monitoring device and forbidden to go near
where children might gather. He takes up residence under a
south Florida causeway, in a makeshift encampment with other
convicted sex offenders. Barely beyond childhood himself, the
Kid, despite his crime, is in many ways an innocent. Enter the
Professor, a university sociologist of enormous size and intellect
who finds in the Kid the perfect subject for his research. But
when the Professor's past resurfaces and threatens to destroy his
carefully constructed world, the balance in the two men's
relationship shifts. Banks has long been one of our most acute
and insightful novelists. Lost Memory of Skin is a masterful work
of fiction that unfolds in language both powerful and beautifully
lyrical.
Gangsta Bone/Rule of the Bone W. W. Norton & Company
In Family Life, Russell Banks's first novel, he transforms the dramas of
domesticity into the story of a royal family in a mythical contemporary
kingdom. Life inside this kingdom includes the king (dubbed "the Hearty"
or "the Bluff"), who squeals angrily as is his wont; the queen, who, while
pondering the mirror in her chambers, decides to write a book; three
adolescent princes who are, respectively, a superb wrestler, a fanatical
sports car driver, and a sullen drunk. Then there are the mysterious Green
Man with a thing for princes; the Loon, who lives in a tree house designed
by Christopher Wren; and a whole slew of murders, mayhem, coups,
debauches, world tours, and love and loss and laughter.
Continental Drift Harper Collins
When we first meet him, Chappie is a punked-out teenager
living with his mother and abusive stepfather in an upstate New

York trailer park. During this time, he slips into drugs and petty
crime. Rejected by his parents, out of school and in trouble with
the police, he claims for himself a new identity as a permanent
outsider; he gets a crossed-bones tattoo on his arm, and takes the
name "Bone." He finds dangerous refuge with a group of biker-
thieves, and then hides in the boarded-up summer house of a
professor and his wife. He finally settles in an abandoned
schoolbus with Rose, a child he rescues from a fast-talking
pedophile. There Bone meets I-Man, an exiled Rastafarian, and
together they begin a second adventure that takes the reader
from Middle America to the ganja-growing mountains of
Jamaica. It is an amazing journey of self-discovery through a
world of magic, violence, betrayal and redemption.
Relation of My Imprisonment Harper Collins
Suspended in a strangely modern-day version of limbo, a young man
must create a life for himself in the wake of incarceration. Known
only as the Kid, and on probation after doing time for a liaison with
an underage girl, he is shackled to a GPS monitoring device and
forbidden to live within 2,500 feet of anywhere children might
gather. With nowhere else to go, the Kid takes up residence in a
makeshift encampment with other convicted sex offenders. Barely
beyond childhood himself, the Kid is in many ways an innocent,
trapped by impulses and foolish choices. Enter the Professor, a man
who has built his own life on secrets and lies. A university sociologist
of enormous size and intellect, he finds in the Kid the perfect subject
for his research on homelessness and reoffending sex offenders. The
two men forge a tentative partnership. But when the Professor's past
resurfaces and threatens to destroy his carefully constructed world,
the balance in the two men's relationship shifts. Suddenly, the Kid
must reconsider everything he has come to believe, and choose what
course of action to take when faced with a new kind of moral
decision.
The Angel on the Roof Vintage Canada
When we first meet him, Chappie is a punked-out teenager living with his
mother and abusive stepfather in an upstate New York trailer park. During
this time, he slips into drugs and petty crime. Rejected by his parents, out
of school and in trouble with the police, he claims and he gets a cross and
bones tattoo on his arm, and adopts the moniker "Bone." He finds refuge
with a group of biker-thieves, and then hides in a boarded-up summer
house. Der 14-jahrige Chappie schlagt sich allein durchs Leben, bis er dem
schwarzen Rastafari I-man begegnet. Sein neuer Freund bringt ihm alles
Wissenswerte uber Hanfanbau, das Ich und den Kosmos im Allgemeinen
bei. Die beiden brechen nach Jamaica auf - getragen von ihrer
Abenteuerlust und dem festen Willen zu uberleben ...
A Novel Harper Collins
John Brown is America's most famous political terrorist, who in
1859 raided the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, Virginia,
intending to galvanise the Southern slaves into rebellion. This is
John's story, told by his son. It recreates pre-Civil War America,
and tells of one man's passage from abolitionist to guerrilla
fighter and, finally, martyr.
The Darling Minerva
In this compelling novel – a cross between Lady Chatterley’s
Lover and The Aviator – the acclaimed modern master takes us to
riveting new territory. Part love story, part murder mystery, Russell
Banks’s The Reserve is as gripping as it is beautifully written, set in
a pre-WWII world of class, politics, art, love and madness. Vanessa
Cole is a stunningly beautiful and wild heiress, her parents’ adopted
only daughter. Twice-married, she has been scandalously linked to
rich and famous men. On the night of July 4, 1936, inside the Cole
family’s remote Adirondack Mountain enclave, known as the
Reserve, Vanessa will lose her father to a heart attack – and meet
Jordan Groves, a seductively carefree local artist whose leftist political
loyalties to his working class neighbours are undercut by his wealth
and his clientele. Jordan is easy prey for Vanessa’s electrifying
charm. But the heiress carries a dark family secret. Unhinged by her
father’s unexpected death, she begins to spin out of control,
manipulating and destroying the lives of all who cross her path.
Moving from the secluded beauty of the Adirondacks to war-torn
Spain and fascist Germany, filled with characters that pierce the
heart, The Reserve is a passionately romantic novel of suspense and
drama that adds a new dimension to this acclaimed author’s
extraordinary repertoire. From the Hardcover edition.
A Novel Ecco Press
With America ever under global scrutiny, Russell Banks contemplates the
questions of our origins, values, heroes, conflicts, and contradictions. He
writes with conversational ease and emotional insight, drawing on
contemporary politics, literature, film, and his knowledge of American
history.
The Sweet Hereafter, Cloudsplitter, Continental Drift, Rule of the
Bone Harper Collins
Continental DriftHarper Collins
The Sweet Hereafter Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Following a tragic schoolbus accident, high-profile lawyer
Mitchell Stephens descends upon a small town. With promises
of retribution and a class-action lawsuit filed on behalf of the
grieving community, Stephens begins his investigation into the
details of the crash. But beneath the town's calm, he uncovers a
tangled web of lies, deceit and forbidden desires that mirrors his

own troubled personal life. Gradually, we learn that Stephens has
his own agenda, and that everyone has secrets to keep.
Lost Memory of Skin Harper Collins
Throughout his career as a novelist, Banks has also been a master of
the short form, publishing four story collections, and winning O.
Henry and Best American Short Story Awards and other prizes. Now
with The Angel on the Roof, he offers readers an astonishing
collection of thirty years of short fiction, resonant with irony and
compassion, honesty and insight, extending into the vast territory of
the heart and world, from working-class New England to Florida, the
Caribbean and Africa. Along with nine new stories that are among
the finest fiction he has ever written, he has selected the best from his
collections and revised them for this volume.
Studies in Anglophone Borders Criticism Deep Vellum Publishing
The Relation of My Imprisonment is a work of fiction utilizing a
form invented in the seventeenth century by imprisoned Puritan
divines. Designed to be exemplary, works of this type were aimed at
brethren outside the prison walls and functioned primarily as
figurative dramatization of the test of faith all true believers must
endure. These "relation," framed by scripture and by a sermon
explicating the text, were usually read aloud in weekly or monthly
installments during religious services. Utterly sincere and detailed
recounting of suffering, they were nonetheless highly artificial. To use
the form self-consciously, as Russell Banks has done, is not to parody
it so much as to argue good-humoredly with the mind it embodies, to
explore and, if possible, to map the limits of that mind, the more
intelligently to love it.
The New World Spatial Practices
In this compelling novel – a cross between Lady Chatterley’s Lover and
The Aviator – the acclaimed modern master takes us to riveting new
territory. Part love story, part murder mystery, Russell Banks’s The
Reserve is as gripping as it is beautifully written, set in a pre-WWII world
of class, politics, art, love and madness. Vanessa Cole is a stunningly
beautiful and wild heiress, her parents’ adopted only daughter. Twice-
married, she has been scandalously linked to rich and famous men. On the
night of July 4, 1936, inside the Cole family’s remote Adirondack
Mountain enclave, known as the Reserve, Vanessa will lose her father to a
heart attack – and meet Jordan Groves, a seductively carefree local artist
whose leftist political loyalties to his working class neighbours are undercut
by his wealth and his clientele. Jordan is easy prey for Vanessa’s
electrifying charm. But the heiress carries a dark family secret. Unhinged
by her father’s unexpected death, she begins to spin out of control,
manipulating and destroying the lives of all who cross her path. Moving
from the secluded beauty of the Adirondacks to war-torn Spain and fascist
Germany, filled with characters that pierce the heart, The Reserve is a
passionately romantic novel of suspense and drama that adds a new
dimension to this acclaimed author’s extraordinary repertoire.
The Reserve Harper Collins
A Study Guide for Russell Banks's "The Sweet Hereafter," excerpted from
Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes
plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any
literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
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